Track Spot Light

It is specially designed and perfectly used for pinpoint
accent lighting ,the effects they create are enhanced
by lighting, Special focus the light to attract the
customer’s attention to the objects on display.
Optimized for efficient accent lighting in supermarket,
museums, exhibition where merchandise billboard,
paintings, sculptures and require accent lighting.

Track Spot light with pre-assembled connector
make it easy to joint linear trunking rail
electrically and mechanically. Track spot light
has three separate switchable circuit－N and
L1, N and L2, N and L3. The head of Track Spot
light can be rotated horizontally 360°, and
adjust vertically 90°,
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0.6M track rail with track spot light

（1 lamp for 0.6m track rail）

1.5M track rail with track spot light

(2~3 lamps for 1.5m track rail）
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Track spot light (4 wires / 3 circuits)
L1 as a phase
3 separated switchable circuits
L2 as a phase

Adapter track box design ensures easy and
intuitive fitting in the 3-phase track

L3 as a phase

Neutral Conductor

Wiring and Installation

1, Phase selection: 3-phase pre-selection (L1, L2,
L3, when select L1, Track spot light on above
photo need choose L1 correspond) via moving of
contact pin prior to installation in trunking rail.

2, Mounting of Track Spot Light with
pre-assembled connectors with integral
plug-in system to trunking rail, the rotary
toggle allows easy installation, quick-fixing
to trunking rail.
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3. Track spot light can be fixed by knob rail
joint, built-in power connector for convenient
electrical connection, adaptor for easy attach
to 1, 2 or 3 circuit track.

More selection for, 5, 7 or 11 wires Track Spot Light with pre-assembled connector to match to trunking
rail which was pre-assembled 5, 7 or 11-core through-wiring with 2.5mm² cable cross-section
correspond.
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Power:

31W

CRI:

>80Ra

Luminous flux:

2650Lm

Light Source

Philips LumiLEDs COB

Beam Angel:

14°/24°/34°

CCT:

2700K/ 3000K / 4000K / 5000K

Type:

5, 7 or 11 wire

/

>90Ra

Power:

45W

CRI:

>80Ra

Luminous flux:

3850Lm

Light Source

Philips LumiLEDs COB

Beam Angel:

14°/24°/34°

CCT:

2700K/ 3000K / 4000K / 5000K

Type:

5, 7 or 11 wire

System size:

/

>90Ra

(1x SET) = 570mm / 1416mm

Horizontally rotatable 360°, vertically rotatable 90°
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Track Spot light sharp angle

Typical application

300lx on the shelf surface

Sharp angle lighting solution is specially designed, really comes into its own in presentation application, its beam
light distribution focuses optimized illuminance on the merchandise, this way, customer’s attention will be
directed to the products which are on display.
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BrightLED West
Admiraalsweg 6
2315 SC Leiden, telefoon; +31-71-5892462
BrightLED East
Lenteweg 100
7532 RL Enschede, telefoon; +31-85-4019351
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